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Piecewise Linear Strain Cosserat Model for Soft
Slender Manipulator

Haihong Li, Lingxiao Xun, Gang Zheng

Abstract—Recently soft robotics has rapidly become a novel
and promising area of research with many designs and applica-
tions due to their flexible and compliant structure. However, it
is more difficult to derive the nonlinear dynamic model of such
soft robots. The differential kinematics and dynamics of the soft
manipulator can be formulated as a set of highly nonlinear partial
differential equations (PDEs) via the classic Cosserat rod theory.
In this work, we propose a discrete modeling technique named
piecewise linear strain (PLS) to solve the PDEs of Cosserat-
based models, based on which the associated analytic models
are deduced. To validate the accuracy of the proposed Cosserat
model, the static model of the conical cantilever rod under gravity
as a simple example is simulated by using different discretization
methods. Results indicate that PLS Cosserat model is compara-
ble to the mechanical deformation behavior of real-world soft
manipulator. Finally, a parameters identification scheme for this
model is established, and the simulation as well as experimental
validation demonstrate that using this method can identify the
model physical parameters with high accuracy.

Index Terms—Soft manipulator, dynamics, piecewise linear
strain (PLS), Cosserat model, parameters identification

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Review of relevant literature

Soft robots are originally inspired by the structure and
behavior of animal species such as octopus tentacles, elephant
trunks, snakes and caterpillars [1], [2], which have become an
emerging type of robots made of continuous slender elastic
elements that can be idealized as one-dimensional objects.
Slender elastic rods demonstrating large deflections are in-
creasingly prevalent not only in continuum robots, but also
for the applications of the soft robots [3], [4]. Despite their
potential strengths, the deformability of soft robots produces
an infinite degree-of-freedom and highly coupled nonlinear
system that is arduous to model. The difficulty in modeling
soft robots obviously results from falling short of tools in the
field of continuum mechanics.

The beam/rod theory, a subclass of continuum mechanics,
provides a theoretical guidance to model numerous problems
in engineering due to its generality and simplicity. The clas-
sical Euler-Bernoulli beam theory has been a widely used
approach for the mechanical modeling of robotic structures
in the past years. For example, [5] developed a quasi-static
bending model from a geometrically exact Euler–Bernoulli
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formulation that generalized a sequence of soft arm designs
to predict the result of design changes. Timoshenko beam
model allows for the effect of shear deformation, which has
been investigated and applied in soft robot modeling [6], [7].
As a geometrically nonlinear extension of the Euler-Bernoulli
beam, the Kirchhoff rods conveniently describe bending and
torsion deformations for general models of soft continuum
robots [8], [9]. In applications with large deflections, classical
rod theories in geometric nonlinearities are required. Many
models employ the approximate nature of constant curvature
(CC) representations which results in computationally simple
mathematical models and motivates the use of generalized
elastic models such as Cosserat beam theory [10], [11], [12],
[13], [14]. As a matter of fact, the Cosserat rod is the
geometrically nonlinear generalization of the Timoshenko-
Reissner beam, and it can model not only bending and torsion
of soft continuum robots, but as well shearing and extension.
The dissertation about the problems of statics, dynamics, and
stability for continuum robots with slender elastic rod on the
basis of Cosserat was exhaustively presented in [15]. Based
on the work of [15], the authors put forward a new implicit
dynamics framework for the purpose of solving Cosserat
partial differential equation (PDE) models and addressing the
issue of computational difficulties [16]. In [17], a Cosserat
geometrically exact dynamic model of a soft manipulator
driven by cables was developed. [18] introduced a method
based on the assembly of heterogeneous, active and passive
Cosserat rods to model dynamic musculoskeletal architectures
that can withstand all modes of deformation. For the work
of [19], the authors proposed a dynamic Cosserat modeling
approach based on the strain nonlinear parameterization. It
is numerically simple with a good accuracy and less degrees
of freedom (DoFs). However, this technique leads to com-
putational complexities owing to high-order basis functions
required when modeling quite complicated deformation such
as global buckling behaviors. The pseudo-rigid body (PRB)
3R model was first established to account for the large defor-
mation of the flexible beam subject to the tip load, and utilized
to analyze the compliant mechanisms with high computational
efficiency [20]. On the basis of the PRB 3R model, [21]
proposed a three-dimensional (3D) static modeling method
with high model precision for cable-driven continuum robots,
with the aim of the extension from the PRB 3R model to 3D
applications.

The rod modeling frameworks to describe soft continuum
robots have been laid down in light of the above reviewed
beam theories. However, the continuous rod models have
infinite-dimension states, and as such, they are rather difficult
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to model and control than the discrete systems with finite
DoFs. Specifically, modeling and control of soft robots for
some practical applications call for accurate and efficient
models that will enable simulation of mechanical behavior,
improve structural design and development of control systems.
The existing alternative to a finite-dimensional model of the
robot can be useful for control purposes. The mathematical
foundations from the rod theories facilitate an assortment
of discrete computational models. In practice, these discrete
approaches allow to significantly reduce the number of DoFs
of the calculated mechanical model, and simultaneously en-
sure the model precision. There are several typically discrete
modeling techniques for soft continuum robots, which mainly
contains the piecewise constant curvature (PCC) models [22],
finite element models/methods (FEM) [23], [24], [25], and the
piecewise constant strain (PCS) Cosserat models [26].

PCC modeling approach describes soft robots with a finite
number of arcs parameterized by three quantities (i.e., (cur-
vature, arc length, and bending plane) [22], resulting in the
reduced-order and relatively simple mathematical models. This
method has been proven to be an excellent technique with
a wide range of applications [27], [28], [29], [30]. Despite
this success, when external loads are considered, the PCC
is inaccurate due to its strong piece-wise constant curvature
assumption for practical applications. Furthermore, the CC
assumption is valid only for the specific design and actuation
manner, and hence it can not be regarded as generic. These
flaws can potentially produce critical behaviors in the real-
world scenario.

FEM-based method which is formulated as ways of ap-
proximate solutions of PDEs has been used to model physical
behavior of soft robots [31], [32]. Nevertheless, to obtain exact
modeling precision, this method demands that the number
of nodes tends to infinity, which increases the dimension of
the system and leads to a higher computation complexity.
Moreover, FEM models for large-deformation 3D nonlinear
elasticity always involve unnecessary computational expense
when modeling long, slender arms like rod-based soft robots
because general deformations of the cross sections of the
model are included.

PCS Cosserat modeling technique [26] extends the PCC
assumption to more general rod kinematics while providing a
dynamic model. It employs a finite set of piecewise constant
strains with discontinuities happening at fixed points along
the rod to model the deformation of the soft robots, and
provides advantages to use with not only a few state variables,
but also a relatively high modeling precision. More recently,
the PCS Cosserat dynamic models have been increasingly
applied to soft robots [33], [34], [35]. With regards to the soft
robots modeled through the PCS approximation, the number of
sections to be divided depends on the designer of the model as
a result of application-specific considerations. This technique
is able to exactly approximate the continuum formulation
when the arm is divided into more sections, yet the dimension
of state variables and computational cost will highly increase.
Consequently, a trade-off between model order reduction and
accuracy should be established. From practical point of view,
the deformation field of any certain section under external

forces is obviously not constant along the soft arm. To this end,
the authors proposed a novel variable-strain parameterization
by the discretization of the continuous Cosserat rod model
onto a finite set of strain basis functions in order to generalize
the PCS method to the case of discrete non-constant strains
[36]. However, this approach has not been extended to the
multisection, dynamic case.

In the past three decades, numerous model parameters
identification techniques have been proposed by researchers.
Several major contributions for dynamic model identification
and its applications in the robotics control have been reported
in [37], [38]. These studies assumed that the kinematic models
were accurate, however, some typical investigations presented
uncertainties of kinematic models [39], [40]. The parameters
identification of static model is more obtainable than the
dynamic model in practical applications since it just needs
information of joint position rather than joint velocity and
acceleration. The contributors of [41] established a frame-
work for the special actuator’s modeling using Cosserat rods
along with experimental data-driven estimates of the actuation
and stiffness parameters. In [42], a material characterization
approach for identifying the parameters for material models
via the target application was proposed to improve their use
in the modeling of soft continuum robots. For the work of
[43], the authors introduced a procedure of the static model
identification towards general serial articulated manipulator
and presented an application of the identified static model
to validate the proposed methods. In the literature, most of
existing parameters identification methods based on Cosserat
rod theory were proposed for specific robots, and there is a
lack of general approach to identify physical parameters for
soft robots based on the discrete Cosserat models.

The Cosserat rod model is the closest to the mechanics
of deformation of the soft robots since it can produce an
exact nonlinearity in the deformations due to bending, torsion,
extension, and shearing. In this paper, we first put forward
a piecewise linear parameterization of the rod shape by its
strain fields, namely piecewise linear strain (PLS) Cosserat
model. This discrete Cosserat technique, striking a balance
between accuracy, robustness and computational complexity,
aims to address the lack of rigorous modeling techniques in
soft robotics and develop a general framework between soft
and rigid robots. Apart from the proposed modeling method,
a systematic parameters identification framework based on the
PLS Cosserat model for soft manipulators with arbitrary actu-
ation manner is constructed, which is necessary and promising
towards the development of model-based controller design.

B. Contributions
The soft manipulator is modeled as a continuous assembling

of cross sections moving on the midline in the 3D space
via infinite rigid transformations dependent on the internal
deformations. The geometrical assumption of considering no
cross-sectional deformation allows to describe the soft arm by
using ideas from the Lie group structure of rigid-body motions
and the other concepts from the techniques of differential
geometry. In conclusion, the distinct contributions of this paper
are summarized as follows:
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* Propose a discrete modeling approach named PLS for
large elastic deformations via the Cosserat rod theory
with application to soft manipulators. The analytically
integrable models involving geometric, differential kine-
matic and dynamic models are obtained. Simultaneously,
derivation of a novel strain mode selection scheme via
PLS Cosserat is provided to model different simplified
beam models.

* Present a physical parameter identification strategy for the
discrete Cosserat model with arbitrary actuation manner
by solving a nonlinear programming (NLP) problem.
Experimental setup using a cable-driven soft manipulator
made of silicone indicates that the proposed method can
effectively get more accurate model physical parameters.
The PLS Cosserat model with the identified material
parameters is capable of predicting the position of end-
effector of the arm with a small error.

* Implement the static simulation of proposed method for
soft manipulator actuated by cables, validate the precision
of PLS Cosserat model, and compare the systems with
different modes.

C. Outline

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, the continuum models of the soft arm via the
Cosserat rod on Lie group are recalled. Section III presents the
detailed mathematical derivation of the novel discrete Cosserat
model approach and strain mode choice scheme via Cosserat.
In Section IV, a model parameters identification method based
on the discrete Cosserat model is proposed. In Section V, the
comparison of accuracy and computational efficiency of the
discrete Cosserat models with those of FEM is performed
through a cantilever rod simulation. In Section VI, we design
a conical soft silicone manipulator, and use it to implement
the parameters identification and model validation. Finally, the
conclusion and future work are made.

II. DERIVATION OF COSSERAT ROD PDES

A Cosserat rod is a one-dimensional slender continuum
deformable body, and each cross section of the rod is con-
sidered as an infinitesimal material element whose size and
shape cannot change under external forces, as illustrated in
orange part in Fig. 1. In general, all variables of the rod can
be parameterized by the reference arc length X ∈ [0, L] ⊂ R
along the undeformed rod and by the time t ∈ R. In the interest
of clarity, we use (·)′ and ˙(·) to represent the space and time
partial derivatives with respect to X and t, respectively. For
ease of reference, the nomenclature we selected is summarized
in Table I. With the aim to make the discussion of the
discretization more concrete, we start by presenting the PDE
system describing the Cosserat rod.

As depicted in Fig. 1, the position field of any cross section
can be represented by a centerline vector u(X, t) ∈ R3 and an
orthonormal rotation matrix R(X, t) ∈ SO(3) with respect to
the inertial frame at time t. Hence, the homogeneous transfor-

mation matrix can be then defined as g(X, t) =

(
R u
0> 1

)
∈

TABLE I
NOMENCLATURE AND DEFINITIONS

Symbol Unit Definition

X m Arc length.
t s Time.
R(X, t) — Rotation matrix.
u(X, t) m Position vector.

g(X, t) — The configuration matrix g(X, t) =

(
R u

0> 1

)
.

K(X, t) 1/m Angular strain in the body frame.
Q(X, t) — Linear strain in the body frame.
Ω(X, t) 1/s Angular velocity in the body frame.
V (X, t) m/s Linear velocity in the body frame.

(̃·) —

Mapping from R3 to so(3),

e.g. ã =

 0 −a3 a2

a3 0 −a1

−a2 a1 0

.

(̂·) —
Mapping from R6 to se(3),

e.g. ξ̂ =

(
K̃ Q
0 0

)
, η̂ =

(
Ω̃ V
0 0

)
∈ se(3)

dX m Infinitesimal material element.
ρ kg/m3 Density of material.
R(X) m Cross-sectional radius.
A(X) m2 Cross-sectional area.
E Pa Young’s modulus.
ν — Poisson ratio.

G Pa Shear modulus (For the isotropic material,
G = E/(2(1 + ν))).

µ Pa·s Viscosity modulus.
I3 — 3 × 3 identity matrix.

J (X) m4

Second moment of area tensor in the body

frame, J =

Jx 0 0
0 Jy 0
0 0 Jz

 (For a circular

rod, Jx = Jy + Jz , and Jy = Jz = πR4/4,
Jy , Jz are separately the second moments
of the area w.r.t. Y - and Z- axis, Jx is the
polar moment of the area around the X-axis).

ad(·) —
The adjoint map of the Lie algebra, e.g.

adξ =

(
K̃ 03×3

Q̃ K̃

)
, adη =

(
Ω̃ 03×3

Ṽ Ω̃

)
.

M — Cross-sectional mass matrix.

Ktb N·m2

Stiffness matrix for torsion and bending,

Ktb =

G 0 0
0 E 0
0 0 E

J (X).

Kes N

Stiffness matrix for elongation and shearing,

Kes =

E 0 0
0 G 0
0 0 G

A(X).

Dtb N·m2·s
Damping matrix for torsion and bending,

Dtb =

µ 0 0
0 3µ 0
0 0 3µ

J (X).

Des N·s
Damping matrix for elongation and

shearing, Des =

3µ 0 0
0 µ 0
0 0 µ

A(X).

P — Generalized selection matrix.
(·)∨ — Mapping from a matrix to a vector.

Adg(X) —

The matrix transforming the velocity or
acceleration twist from body frame to
inertial frame,

i.e., Adg(X) =

(
R 03×3

ũR R

)
∈ R6×6.

gr —
The transformation matrix between the
inertial frame and the manipulator base
frame.

‖ · ‖2 — Euclidean norm of a vector or matrix.
N — Total number of sections divided.
N — Number of tests for parameters identification.
L — Lagrangian function.

di(X) m
Local distance between the midline of soft rod
and the cable.

tci(X, t) — Unit vector tangent to the cable path.
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Fig. 1. Geometric description of a Cosserat rod and its applications.

SE(3). For the cross section at X ∈ [0, L], we denote its
strain by ξ(X, t) =

(
K>,Q>

)> ∈ R6 where K(X, t) ∈ R3 and
Q(X, t) ∈ R3 respectively represent the angular strain (bending
and torsion) and linear strain (shearing and extension), and
denote its velocity by η(X, t) =

(
Ω>,V >

)> ∈ R6 where
Ω(X, t) ∈ R3 and V (X, t) ∈ R3 respectively stand for the
angular and linear velocity.

Based on the above notations, the corresponding kinematic
model was derived in [35]:

g′ = gξ̂, ġ = gη̂ (1)

η′ = ξ̇(X)− adξ(X)η(X) (2)

η̇′ = ξ̈(X)− adξ̇(X)η(X)− adξ(X)η̇(X) (3)

as well as the dynamical model defined below [44]:

Mη̇ − ad>ηMη = F ′i − ad>ξ F i + Fe

F i = F ie + F ia

(4)

where M ∈ R6×6 is the cross-sectional mass matrix, which
equals to M = ρ [diag (Jx(X), Jy(X), Jz(X), A(X), A(X), A(X))].
ρ is the density of material; Jy(X), Jz(X) and Jx are,
respectively, the second moment of the area with respect to
Y -axis, Z-axis, and the polar moment of the area around
the X-axis; A(X) is the cross-sectional area. ad(·) is the
adjoint map of the Lie algebra; F i ∈ R6 represents the internal
wrench; Fe ∈ R6 is distributed external wrench for unit of X;
F ie denotes internally elastic wrench, and F ia stands for the
internal wrench produced by the actuation. The above PDE (4)
is defined with the boundary conditions (BCs) of the internal
wrenches and configurations of the tip at X = 0 and X = L

F i(0) = −Fe0, or g(0) = g0

F i(L) = FeL, or g(L) = gL
(5)

where Fe0 and FeL are tip external wrenches at X = 0 and
X = L, respectively.

As for the internal elastic wrench, the Kelvin-Voigt model
[45] can be adopted both for the elastic and viscous members
because of the constitutive material behavior of the soft
manipulator, i.e.,

F ie(X) = Σ(X)(ξ(X)− ξ0) + γ(X)ξ̇ (6)

with

Σ(X) =

[
Ktb

Kes

]
, γ(X) =

[
Dtb

Des

]

where Ktb = diag (GJx(X), EJy(X), EJz(X)) ∈ R3×3 and
Kes = diag (EA(X), GA(X), GA(X)) ∈ R3×3 are stiffness ma-
trices determined by the material properties and cross-sectional
geometry; Dtb = diag (µJx(X), 3µJy(X), 3µJz(X)) ∈ R3×3

and Des = diag (3µA(X), µA(X), µA(X)) ∈ R3×3 are viscos-
ity matrices for Kelvin–Voigt-type viscous damping, in which
the scalar 3 represents the Trouton’s ratio between shear and
extension viscosity for incompressible Newtonian fluids and
holds more generally for viscoelastic fluids in the limit of
very small strain rates [45], and µ is the viscosity modulus;
ξ0 represents the undeformed configuration of the arm. Note
that a rod cross-section does not require to be circular, and it
is only needed that the studied manipulator is slender, which
implies that its length is much larger than its radius [46].

The actuation wrench F ia in (4) depends on the type of
actuators used, and the most common actuation manners for
soft arms are tendon, fluidic and pneumatic actuators. In terms
of the external wrench Fe in (4), we can consider distributed
load produced by gravity, or point load exerted by external
disturbance in accordance with the actual situation.

Generally, the solution of the strong form (4) can be
approximated by using many different approaches, such as
implicit finite difference method [47], the shooting method
[16], assumed mode method [48] and so on. In [26], by intro-
ducing the virtual displacement δφ(X) ∈ R6, the D’Alembert’s
principle is used to obtain the weak form of (4), then the length
space [0, L] was discretized into N sections, and the strain is
assumed to be constant for each section (i.e., PCS: piecewise
constant strain) in order to deduce analytic formula. Clearly,
such an assumption requires finely spatial discretization which
yields relatively high-dimensional system. Such a method
can provide enough precision and work well for numerical
simulation which might take time. However, PCS will be a
big issue when designing model-based controllers.

To reduce the dimension of the deduced system, [19]
proposed to globally approximate the strain field as ξ(X, t) =

Φ(X)q(t) where Φ(X) = (Φ1,Φ2, · · · ,Φn) defines n basis
functions to parameterize the strain space (i.e., VS: variable
strain). The advantage of VS is that the dimension of the
resulted dynamical model is quite low with respect to PCS,
but can provide comparable precision if the number of basis
function is high enough. However, the choice of the number
of basis function is highly dependent on external disturbance.
For example, the external disturbance such as concentrated
loads will lead to local strain mutation, and a global VS
approximation method will be difficult to guarantee the local
fitting precision. Moreover, all the kinematics are no more
analytically integrable in contrast to PCS, but numerically
reconstructed with a quaternion-based integrator. In other
words, the deduced model is not anymore analytic, and will
not be very friendly for control design.

In this paper, we will combine the advantages of those two
methods, i.e., two ideas: small discretization to keep the local
approximation precision (PCS), and interpolation to decrease
the dimension (VS), so as to propose a piecewise linear strain
(PLS) approach which is capable of obtaining the analytic
formula of the model and facilitating the control design.
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Fig. 2. Sketch of comparison among VS, PCS and PLS Cosserat models with
real strain.

III. PIECEWISE LINEAR STRAIN COSSERAT MODEL

In this section, the geometric (or kinematic), differential
kinematic and dynamic model of the PLS Cosserat rod will
be developed. Afterwards, the rod kinematics is reduced by
neglecting any component of the six internal degrees of free-
dom (DoFs) via the PLS Cosserat model, which can effectively
model Euler-Bernoulli (E-B) beam, extensible Kirchhoff (E-K)
rod and Timoshenko beam, etc.

A. Idea of PLS

Firstly, we would like to give a global picture to illustrate
the difference between PCS, VS and PLS Cosserat modeling
methods, and highlight the advantage of the PLS method.

Given an arbitrary strain field of soft body subject to
external forces, as described in Fig. 2, the PCS, VS and
PLS share the common objective: to approximate the real
strain field as precise as possible. PCS (proposed in [26])
adopts a local approximation scheme with local constant strain
assumption, while VS (proposed in [19]) uses a global approx-
imation manner via the chosen basis functions (polynomials
for example). Clearly, PCS will result in high-dimensional
system in order to reach a certain precision while VS will
suffer from lower precision near the local mutation region even
the number of basis function is increased. Nevertheless, PLS
combines both advantages of PCS and VS, and proposes to
locally use a linear strain to approximate the real one. Such
a scheme is able to locally approximate to the strain field
of soft body compared to VS, and get much less DoFs than
PCS. The sketch described in Fig. 2 intuitively demonstrates
that PLS has advantages over those proposed approaches in
some engineering applications, and thus provides significance
for authors to carry out this work.

In what follows, we will focus on the PLS Cosserat mod-
eling principle. First of all, it is noted that a “section” is
defined as a unit block which is able to produce independent
mechanical deformation while “segment” is a subset of one
section. To put it differently, one section is made up of quite
a few segments, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In view of the strain
field ξ(X) along the soft manipulator varying with the arc
length X at any moment t, we divide the whole soft arm into

N sections in the form of [0, L1], [L1, L2] · · · [LN−1, LN ]
(with LN = L). Then, the continuous strain field ξ(X) can
be substituted by N continuous strain fields of the form
{ξ1(X), ξ2(X), · · · , ξN (X)}. To develop this discrete Cosserat
model, for any section 1 ≤ n ≤ N , we make the following
two assumptions.
• The strain twists ξn−1 and ξn respectively corresponds

to those at the proximal and distal ends of any section
n, and other strain twists along the section n linearly
vary with X , as shown in Fig. 3(a). Based on this linear
assumption, the principle of the piecewise linear strain
(PLS) can be then formulated as

ξn(X) = ξn−1

Ln −X
Ln − Ln−1

+ ξn
X − Ln−1

Ln − Ln−1

for X ∈ [Ln−1, Ln].
• Since the geometric and differential kinematic models are

still linear time-varying systems under the PLS assump-
tion, the section n is subdivided into k (k ∈ R) infinites-
imal segments of the form [Ln−1, Ln−1 + ∆X], [Ln−1 +
∆X,Ln−1 + 2∆X], · · · , [Ln−1 + (k − 1)∆X,Ln−1 +
k∆X]. In this way, the strain twists ξn(X) along the
segment j remain constant, i.e., ξn(X) ≡ ξn(Ln−1 + (j−
1)∆X), X ∈ [Ln−1 + (j − 1)∆X,Ln−1 + j∆X]. ∆X ,
called one segment, represents the infinitesimal distance
between any adjacent cross sections, as displayed in
Fig. 3(b).

Remark 1: When developing the proposed discrete Cosserat
model, we have introduced the notions of sections N and
segments k. In general, the number of sections N depends
on the deformation variation of the soft manipulator under the
external forces. If there exists the large deformation variation
in the presence of external loads, N should be larger to
yield more precise approximation, which in turn increases the
computational cost; small value of N can also be used for
the scenarios where the strains are not quickly spatial-varying
with respect to X . Concerning the number of infinitesimal
segments k, it is in fact not related to the deformation variation
and can take a larger value to improve the integral accuracy
which however will increase computational complexity. Thus,
a balance between the precision and the complexity needs to
be taken into account in practice. In the subsequent derivation
of PLS models, it is assumed that these two variables are well
pre-chosen according to the above mentioned criteria.

B. PLS Cosserat: Geometric Model

Based on the PLS assumptions, for any segment j at time t,
the system (1), (2) and (3) can be seen as liner time-invariant
systems, thus can be analytically solved. In consequence, the
initial configuration, velocity and acceleration of any segment
j depend on the rightmost counterparts of the previous seg-
ment (j − 1) along the section n.

To guarantee the continuity, specifying the rightmost con-
figuration g(Ln−1) of the section (n − 1) as the initial value
of the system (1) for section n, the rightmost configuration of
any segment j along the section n at time t can be recursively
derived. Taking the rightmost configuration g(Ln−1 + j∆X)
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(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the PLS Cosserat model. (a) Soft arm divided into several sections. (b) Any section subdivided into quite a few segments.

of the segment j as the initial counterpart of system (1) for
segment (j+1), and considering piecewise linear strain along
one section, the position and orientation of any cross section
at X along the section n at time t analytically yields

g(X) = g(Ln−1)

(
j−1∏
i=0

e∆XΘni

)
e(X−Ln−1−j∆X)Θnj

, g(Ln−1)gn(X)

(7)

with Θni = αniξ̂n−1 + βniξ̂n, Θnj = αnj ξ̂n−1 + βnj ξ̂n, where
αni = 1 − i∆X

Ln−Ln−1
, βni = i∆X

Ln−Ln−1
, αnj = 1 − j∆X

Ln−Ln−1
,

βnj = j∆X
Ln−Ln−1

, gn(X) stands for the position and orientation
of any cross section at X along the section n w.r.t. the
rightmost counterparts of the section (n− 1).

Intuitively, compared to the PCS modeling method where
g(X) is only a function of one strain field, the model deduced
from PLS in (7) depends on both ξn−1 and ξn of a certain
section n.

C. PLS Cosserat: Differential Kinematic Model

The differential kinematics aims to find the mapping be-
tween the velocity twist along the manipulator and the time
derivative of the deformation twists of the soft arm. Under
PLS assumption, by integrating the system (2), we can then
analytically obtain the velocity of each cross section at time t
(see the detailed calculation of η(X) in Appendix A).

According to Proposition 2.25 in [49] that eadΘ∨ is equiv-
alent to AdeΘ , we know that the coefficient matrix of the
velocity η(Ln−1) of the tip at X = Ln−1 for the section n is
the exponential in the adjoint representation of the Lie group
transformation gn(X), i.e.,

e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adΘ∨

nj (

j−1∏
i=0

e
−ad∆XΘ∨

ni ) = Ad−1
gn(X)

Defining the coefficient matrices of ξ̇n−1 and ξ̇n separately as
Tgn1(X) and Tgn2(X), the analytical solution of the velocity in
Appendix A is then given by

η(X) = Ad−1
gn(X)η(Ln−1) + Tgn1(X)ξ̇n−1 + Tgn2(X)ξ̇n (8)

with

Tgn1(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adΘ∨

nj

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad∆XΘ∨nτ

)
∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adΘ∨

n(i−1)αn(i−1)ds
]

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)adΘ∨

nj αnjds,

Tgn2(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adΘ∨

nj

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad∆XΘ∨nτ

)
∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adΘ∨

n(i−1)βn(i−1)ds
]

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)adΘ∨

nj βnjds,

where the symbol ∨ is an operator to map a matrix into a
vector.

From (8), if we know the strain twists (ξn−1 and ξn) and
strain twists rates (ξ̇n−1 and ξ̇n) of tips at X = Ln−1 and
X = Ln, then the velocity of any cross section at X and time
t along the section n can be recursively derived.

Due to the same reason, the acceleration η̇(X) of any cross
section at X of the section n along the soft manipulator at time
t can be analytically computed. Considering linearly variable
strain twists along a certain section n and using the property
of Lie algebra that admn = −adnm holds for any element m
and n in the Lie algebra, the system (3) can be analytically
solved, and the detailed derivation is given in Appendix A. For
the sake of simplicity, this analytical solution is re-formulated
below in the compact way as

η̇(X) = Ad−1
gn(X)η̇(Ln−1) + ADgn1(X)ξ̇n−1

+ ADgn2(X)ξ̇n + Tgn1(X)ξ̈n−1 + Tgn2(X)ξ̈n

(9)

with
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ADgn1(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adΘ∨

nj

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad∆XΘ∨nτ

)
∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adΘ∨

n(i−1) adη(s)αn(i−1)ds
]

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)adΘ∨

nj adη(s)αnjds,

and

ADgn2(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adΘ∨

nj

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad∆XΘ∨nτ

)
∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adΘ∨

n(i−1) adη(s)βn(i−1)ds
]

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)adΘ∨

nj adη(s)βnjds.

Thus, we can use (9) to calculate the acceleration of all cross
sections along the section n if knowing strain twists (ξn−1 and
ξn), strain twist rates (ξ̇n−1 and ξ̇n) and rates of strain twist
rate (ξ̈n−1 and ξ̈n) of tips at X = Ln−1 and X = Ln.

The relation between the velocity twist η(X) along the
robot and the strain twists (ξn−1 and ξn), and another relation
between the acceleration twist η̇(X) and the strain twists (ξn−1

and ξn) as well as the rate of strain twists (ξ̇n−1 and ξ̇n)
of the tips for the section n ought to be illustrated for the
purpose of deriving the subsequent PLS Cosserat dynamic
model. Applying (8) from the base to the tip for all cross
sections along the soft manipulator in the chain, we can obtain
the mapping as the geometric Jacobian which is an essential
tool to describe the differential kinematics and dynamics of the
PLS Cosserat model. Defining S(·) ∈ R6×6 and Ṡ(·) ∈ R6×6 as
the components of the Jacobian matrix and its partial derivative
in time t, the structural form of Jacobian and its derivative
over the length of the soft arm can be separately expressed
as J(ξ0, ξ1, · · · , ξN−1, ξN , X) = [S0 S1 S2 S3 · · ·SN ] ∈
R6×6(N+1), and J̇(ξ0, ξ1, · · · , ξN , ξ̇0, ξ̇1, · · · , ξ̇N−1, ξ̇N , X) =

[Ṡ0 Ṡ1 Ṡ2 Ṡ3 · · · ṠN ] ∈ R6×6(N+1).
The geometric Jacobian represents the relation between the

velocity twist along the arm and the time derivative of the joint
position of the soft manipulator. The generalized joint position
vector q = [ξ

>
0 ξ

>
1 ξ

>
2 · · · ξ

>
N

]> ∈ R6(N+1) composed of
strain twists of all linear interpolation nodes is introduced,
and the manipulator like a cantilever rod with high ratio of
length to the cross-sectional area selected as a candidate is
fixed to a mobile base (i.e., the velocity twist of the fixed end
η(0) = 0). As a result, the discrete model of velocity (8) is
globally equivalent to

η(X) = J(q, X)q̇ (10)

where the analytical formula of J(q, X) can be found in (34)
of Appendix B. Finally, by taking the derivative of (10) with
respect to time t, the acceleration twist η̇(X) arrives at

η̇(X) = J(q, X)q̈ + J̇(q, q̇, X)q̇ (11)

and the analytical formula of J̇(q, q̇, X) is detailed in (35) of
Appendix B. We would like to emphasize that, compared to

PCS method, the deduced Jacobian matrix and its derivative
in time are significantly different.

D. PLS Cosserat: Dynamic model

In order to deduce PLS Cosserat rod dynamic model
corresponding to the PDE (4), we introduce the relation
between virtual displacement and the state vector δφ(X) =

J(q, X)Pδqa based on the fact that the strain twist ξN of
the free end of the soft arm is constrained by the boundary
condition. Substituting differential kinematics models (10)
and (11) into (4), a nonlinear ODE can be then obtained.
Considering that the resulting ODE holds for ∀δq>a 6= 0, the
dynamics for the PLS Cosserat model yields(

P>
∫ LN

0

J
>MJdX

)
q̈ −

[
P>

∫ LN

0

J
>
(

ad
>
Jq̇MJ −MJ̇

)
dX

]
q̇

= P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
F ′ie − ad

>
ξ Fie

)
dX + P>

∫ LN

0

J
>FedX

+ P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
F ′ia − ad

>
ξ Fia

)
dX

(16)

with P =

[
I6N×6N

06×6N

]
, and δqa =

[
δξ
>
0 δξ

>
1 · · · δξ

>
N−1

]>
∈

R6N .
Let us introduce the following coefficient matrices and

wrenches from (16):
• P>

∫ LN
0

J>MJdX = M(q), the 6N × 6(N + 1) mass
matrix.

• −P>
∫ LN

0
J>
(

ad>Jq̇MJ −MJ̇
)

dX = C(q, q̇), the
6N × 6(N + 1) Coriolis matrix.

• P>
∫ LN

0
J>
(
F ′ie − ad>ξ F ie

)
dX = F i(q, q̇), the 6N × 1

internal wrench.
• P>

∫ LN
0

J>FedX = F e(q), the 6N ×1 external wrench.
• P>

∫ LN
0

J>
(
F ′ia − ad>ξ F ia

)
dX = F a(q), the 6N × 1

actuation wrench.
Thanks to the definition of the internal wrench and PLS

assumption, the stiffness and viscosity matrices can be decou-
pled from F i(q, q̇) (see simplification details in Appendix C).
The concise formulation can be then written as

F i(q, q̇) = K(q)(q − q0) +D(q)q̇ (17)

where K(q) ∈ R6N×6(N+1) stands for the stiffness matrix,
D(q) ∈ R6N×6(N+1) is the viscosity matrix, and q0 =

[ξ>00, ξ
>
10, ξ

>
20, · · · , ξ>N0]> ∈ R6(N+1) represents the undeformed

configuration of the manipulator.
Aside from (16), the boundary condition in (5) must be

considered. Therefore, the generalized PLS Cosserat dynamic
system can be given by

M(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇ −K(q)(q − q0)−D(q)q̇ − F e(q) = F a(q)

Γq̇ + σ(q − q0)−Fe(LN ) = −F ia(LN )
(18)

where the second equation in (18) is derived from the
boundary condition (5) and the constitutive law (6), with
Γ = [06×6N ,γ(LN )], and σ = [06×6N ,Σ(LN )].

We would like to emphasize that the actuation wrench
depends on the type of actuators used and the distribution
of the chosen actuators on the soft arm. Taking the soft arm
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driven by cables for example, the non-parallel (spiral) cables
distribution manner can create torsion and rotation motion.

Compared to PCS dynamic model where the mass matrix
M(q) is square, the deduced PLS dynamic model has a non-
square M(q) which is not positive definite. However, by
complementing with the boundary condition (5) and the con-
stitutive law (6), a similar Lagrangian model can be obtained.
If the viscosity is not considered in (6), i.e., γ = 0, then it leads
to an algebraic equation in (18), which in fact is a differential-
algebraic system. This characteristic, distinguished with the
PCS and VS methods, is mainly due to the PLS assumption.

E. Strain Mode Choice Scheme via the PLS Cosserat

According to the Cosserat rod theory, the strain twist of
any interpolation node ξi could take any value in the six
dimensional components. However, the internal rod kinematics
describing the motions between the cross sections can be
constrained by some restrictions in the usual applications of
soft robots. To tackle this restriction, by following the similar
idea of [19], we decompose the strain twist of any interpolation
node i, by preserving the same variable order, as

ξi = Baξ
∗
ia + Bcξ

∗
ic (19)

where ξ∗ia ∈ Rni determines the vector field of the free
strains (i.e., the number of DoFs ni) of the interpolation nodes
allowed by the rod kinematics, ξ∗ic ∈ R6−ni represents the
vector field of constrained strains, Ba and Bc stand for the
complementary selection matrix of 1 and 0 such that B>a Ba =

I(ni)×(ni), B>c Bc = I(6−ni)×(6−ni), and B>a Bc = 0. Since the
variable order in ξi is preserved during the decomposition,
thus the matrices Ba and Bc are uniquely determined.

Substituting (19) into (7), the reduced geometric model
can be obtained. For the constrained soft manipulator, it is
necessary to consider the strain states of all interpolation
nodes. Hence, the generalized joint position vector can be
expressed as

q = Baq + Bcq (20)

with Ba = I(N+1)×(N+1)⊗Ba, Bc = I(N+1)×(N+1)⊗Bc, where
⊗ represents the Kronecker product. In such a way, Ba ∈
R6(N+1)×[ni(N+1)] is the generalized selection matrix for the
allowed states, q =

[
ξ∗0a ξ∗1a ξ∗2a · · · ξ∗Na

]
∈ Rni(N+1)

includes the allowed DoFs along the arm.
For the PLS Cosserat model reduction, the internal elastic

wrench should be divided into two parts: one is constrained
wrench in charge of imposing the internal constraints for
prohibited strains, and another is the elastic wrench related
to the allowed DoFs. Thus, the reduced internal wrench is
given by

F ie = Σ(X)Ba(ξ∗a(X)− ξ∗i0) + γ(X)Baξ̇
∗
a(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸

F∗ie

+Bcλ(X)

(21)
where ξ∗a(X) for X ∈ [Ln−1, Ln] can be obtained by the linear
interpolation of allowed strains of the adjacent nodes, ξ∗i0 is
the undeformed states of allowed strains, λ(X) ∈ R(6−ni) is
the constrained wrench.

Inserting (20) into (10) and (11), the reduced PLS Cosserat
differential kinematic models yields

η(X) = J(q, X)q̇

η̇(X) = J(q, X)q̈ + J̇(q, q̇, X)q̇

where J(q, X) = J(q, X)Ba ∈ R6×[ni(N+1)] is the re-
duced body Jacobian matrix. Using the relation δφ(X) =

J(q, X)Pδqa, and substituting the reduced kinematics rela-
tions as well as (21) into (4) lead to(

P>
∫ LN

0

J
>MJdX

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M(q)

q̈ −
[
P>

∫ LN

0

J
>
(

ad
>
Jq̇

MJ −MJ̇
)

dX

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C(q,q̇)

q̇

= P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
F∗
′
ie − ad

>
ξ F∗ie

)
dX︸ ︷︷ ︸

F i(q,q̇)

+P>
∫ LN

0

J
>FedX︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fe(q)

+ P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
F ′ia − ad

>
ξ Fia

)
dX︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fa(q)

+ P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
Bcλ

′ − ad
>
ξ Bcλ

)
dX︸ ︷︷ ︸

Fλ(q)

(22)

where P ∈ Rni(N+1)×niN represents a reduced selection
matrix, qa =

[
ξ∗0a ξ∗1a ξ∗2a · · · ξ∗(N−1)a

]
∈ RniN is

composed of allowed DoFs of all strain nodes except those
of the free end.

In addition, it is worth noting that the reduced boundary
condition should be formulated as

B>a Σ(LN )Ba(ξ∗Na − ξ
∗
N0) + B>a γ(LN )Baξ̇

∗
Na

= B>a
(
−F ia(LN ) + Fe(LN )

) (23a)

λ(LN ) = B>c
(
−F ia(LN ) + Fe(LN )

)
(23b)

It must be also pointed out that all the items except the last
one in (22) can be obtained by replacing the Jacobian matrix J
in (16) with JBa. The following part concerns the calculation
of the item with the constrained wrench.

Theorem 1: For the PLS Cosserat model with full modes,
if the strain field is re-formulated as ξ(X) = ξ0 + Φ(X)q(t),
where Φ(X) ∈ R6×6(N+1) is a generalized matrix comprised
of coefficient matrix of strain interpolation nodes via the
PLS assumption, then there exists a relationship among three
quantities (i.e., Ba, Φ, and Bc) satisfying the following
equality

B
>
a Φ
>

Bc =



a1(X)B>a(
b1(X) + a2(X)

)
B>a

...(
bn−1(X) + an(X)

)
B>a

...
bN (X)B>a


Bc = 0 (24)

with an(X) = Ln−X
Ln−Ln−1

, and bn(X) = X−Ln−1

Ln−Ln−1
, then

the generalized constrained wrench F λ for the reduced PLS
Cosserat relates to the constrained wrench of end cross section.

Proof 1: Note that we want to prove that F λ is only
dependent on the constrained wrench at X = LN . At this
aim, let us insert (10) into (2), and it yields

J ′q̇ = − adξ Jq̇ + ξ̇(X) = − adξ Jq̇ + Φ(X)q̇
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which holds for ∀q̇ 6= 0, and thus

J
′

= −adξJ + Φ(X)Ba (25)

Substituting (25) into F λ with unknown constrained wrench
λ(X) in (22), then it arrives at

Fλ = P>
∫ LN

0

[
(J
>

Bcλ)
′ − J ′>Bcλ− J

>
ad
>
ξ Bcλ

]
dX

= P>
∫ LN

0

[
(J
>

Bcλ)
′
+ J
>

ad
>
ξ Bcλ−B

>
a Φ
>

Bcλ− J
>

ad
>
ξ Bcλ

]
dX

= P>
∫ LN

0

(J
>

Bcλ)
′
dX −P>

∫ LN

0

B
>
a Φ
>

BcλdX

Clearly, the second item in above equation can be removed
in accordance with (24). Consequently, by using (23b), we
obtain
Fλ = P>(J

>
Bcλ)|LN0 = P>J>(LN )BcB

>
c

(
−Fia(LN ) + Fe(LN )

)
�

By combining (22) and (23), one can easily obtain the
reduced model based on PLS Cosserat to model several simpli-
fied systems (ni ≤ 6). An exhaustive reference of the reduced
systems with the complementary selection matrices Ba and
Bc for describing different systems is shown in Appendix D.

IV. MODEL PARAMETERS IDENTIFICATION

In practice, the exact values of the physical parameters are
typically unknown or difficult to derive even for the soft robot
manufacturers. Besides, even though there is full knowledge of
the model and sufficient data available, an accurate description
is most often not possible. Therefore, it is necessary and
important to identify the physical parameters for a soft robot
conveniently and accurately. To reach this goal, we present
an efficient algorithm framework to identify the parameters
involved in the deduced PLS dynamic model.

Technologically speaking, the joint position vector q is
actually difficult to measure in the experiment. However, we
can easily determine the position of the end-effector by using
the position sensor. Therefore, the proposed identification
scheme is based on the measurement of end-effector position.
To this aim, it is assumed that N sets of different experiments
are effectuated and the objective is to seek optimal parameters
to minimize the difference between the real measured end-
effector position and that obtained from simulation, by satis-
fying of course the PLS Cosserat static model. Consequently,
the parameters identification algorithm can be formulated as
the following nonlinear programming (NLP) problem:

arg min
δ=(θ,q1,q2,··· ,qN )

f(δ) =

N∑
i=1

‖ui − uei‖22

s.t.


K(θ, q1)− Fa(q1) = 0

K(θ, q2)− Fa(q2) = 0
...

K(θ, qN )− Fa(qN ) = 0

(26)

with

K(θ, qi) =

[
−K(qi)
σ

]
(qi − q0i)−

[
F e(qi)
Fe(LN )

]
,

Fa(qi) =

[
F a(qi)
−F ia(LN )

]

where ui = Wg(qi, L)Υ implies the end-effector position
provided by the PLS static model, with W =

[
I3 0

]
and

Υ =
[
03 1

]> in the ith experiment, g(qi, L) stands for
the position and orientation of the end-effector in the ith

experiment, with qi being the strain vector, θ represents
those parameters to be identified, uei is the ith experimental
measurement of the end-effector position by using the sensor.

Remark 2: It is worth noting that the number of sections
N is pre-chosen in the proposed optimization algorithm since
we are interested in identifying the material-related parameter,
such as Young’s modulus. However, the value of N might
be also treated as model parameter to be optimized for the
proposed PLS Cosserat model. This will in fact lead to
a nonlinear parameter identification problem, which can be
handled via a two-stage method. The basic idea of such an
approach is to fix firstly the value of N and to solve the
optimization problem (26) in the first stage. Once the objective
function can not be minimized within the prescribed tolerance,
then in the second stage we can set N to N+1 and repeat the
first stage until the optimal number of the sections N is found
to minimize the cost function by well satisfying the tolerance.

In our work, the parameter vector θ consists of the Young’s
modulus E, shear modulus G and density of material ρ to
be identified, noted as θ =

[
E G ρ

]
. To solve the proposed

optimization problem (26), the Newton-type method is used by
attempting to find the optimal solution δ∗ which can generally
satisfy the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions that there
exists multiplier vector λ∗ ∈ R6N(N+1) such that the following
equations hold:

5δL(δ∗,λ
∗
) = 0

λ
∗ 6= 0

H(δ∗) = 0

with
L = f(δ) + H(δ)>λ,

and

H(δ) =
[
H1(θ, q1)> H2(θ, q2)> · · · HN (θ, qN )>

]>
where Hi(θ, qi) = K(θ, qi)− Fa(qi) is the static model in the
ith experiment, L represents the Lagrange function, and λ is
the Lagrangian multiplier vector.

Remark 3: The Newton-type algorithm is sensitive to the
choice of initial guess. Note that if a minimum exists, it is
not necessarily unique. In other words, there may be multiple
feasible solutions that meet the KKT conditions, known as
local minima. However, regardless of the number of local
minima, there always exists a unique optimal solution (if it
exists). Therefore, to obtain the optimal material parameters of
soft manipulator accurately and efficiently, the initial variable
δ0 composed of material parameters and configuration of
the manipulator should be carefully chosen. In general, it is
recommended to start the iteration with estimates that are
close to the true parameter values. Following this criterion,
we refer to the initial guesses of material parameters (i.e.,
Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G and density ρ) of the
soft manipulator provided by manufacturers, and choose the
undeformed reference shape of the arm as initial configuration.
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Fig. 4. The side view of the PLS Cosserat model with three continuum
sections actuated by four cables.

When the material parameters are not available from robot
manufacturers, we can guess the initial values of these pa-
rameters within an acceptable interval in accordance with the
properties of the material, and then allow the algorithm to
run multiple times in order to determine the optimality of the
solution for this optimization problem.

V. SIMULATION COMPARISON OF DISCRETE COSSERAT
MODELS

This section is devoted to validating the precision of the
proposed PLS Cosserat models, by comparing it with the result
obtained via finite element method (FEM). In addition, since
PLS Cosserat shares the same local approximation scheme
with PCS Cosserat, we will compare as well the precision of
PLS model and PCS model.

A. Simulation Setup

The comparison is effectuated by simulating a cantilever
rod under external forces (for example, under gravity). The
simulated rod is of conical shape and actuated by cables (see
Fig. 4), with total length L = 0.20 m, base radius Rmax =
1×10−2 m, tip radius Rmin = 5×10−3 m, Young’s modulus
E = 1.1× 105 Pa, shear modulus G = 3.793× 104 Pa, and
density of material ρ = 2000 kg/m3. ξ0 = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]>

represents the undeformed straight configuration when the rod
is stress-free. Besides, the rod shares the X-axis, Y -axis and
Z-axis with the inertial frame, and thus the map gr between
the base frame of the rod and the inertial frame is a 4 × 4
identity matrix.

Several cables are attached at the free end of the rod, and
parallel to the surface of soft rod to produce the maximum
torque and simultaneously to reduce the cables’ friction, as
shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the friction of the cables can be
neglected. Additionally, the local distance between the midline
of soft rod and the cable i ∈ [1, 4] at the cross section
X is defined as di(X) ∈ R3, we can then obtain the cable
position vector in the inertial frame uci = u+Rdi. By taking
the derivative of cable position vector w.r.t. arc length and

normalizing, the unit vector tci(X, t) ∈ R3 tangent to cable
path yields [17]:

tci(X, t) =
R−1u′ci
‖R−1u′ci‖

=
R−1(u′ +R′di +Rd′i)

‖R−1(u′ +R′di +Rd′i)‖

=
Q+K × di + d′i
‖Q+K × di + d′i‖2

The distance di(X) is fixed once the soft manipulator is
designed. Accordingly, the unit tangent vector tci hinges on
the angular strain K(X) and linear strain Q(X) of the soft
manipulator. The actuation wrench F ia(X) for unit of X can
be obtained by calculating the torque and force exerted by the
cables, and it is given by

F ia(X) =

[
d1 × tc1 d2 × tc2 d3 × tc3 d4 × tc4

tc1 tc2 tc3 tc4

]
T

= Λ(X)T

(27)

where Λ(X) ∈ R6×4 is a matrix function whose columns are
composed of vector functions, and T ∈ R4 is the system input
vector consisted of magnitude of all cables’ tension.

With regards to the external wrenches, the case under
gravity is considered in our test for the sake of simplicity,
which can be then expressed as

Fe(X) = MAd−1
g(X)Ad−1

gr
G (28)

where the inverse of adjoint representation of the Lie group is
used to transform twists from inertial frame to body frame, G
is the gravity acceleration twist w.r.t. the inertial frame, equal
to G = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−9.81]>.

By the selection of cable actuation manner, the strain twist
at X = LN satisfies the following differential equation

Σ(LN )(ξN − ξN0) + γ(LN )ξ̇N −Fe(LN ) = −Λ(LN )T (29)

Substituting (28) together with (29) into (18), the PLS
Cosserat dynamic system driven by cables can be given by[

M(q)
Γ

]
q̈ +

[
C(q, q̇)
σ

]
q̇ −

[
G(q)Ad−1

gr
G + F i(q, q̇)

Ḟe(LN )

]
=

[
H(q)
06×4

]
T +

[
06N×4

−Λ(LN )

]
Ṫ

(30)

with
G(q) = P>

∫ LN

0

J>MAd−1
g(X)dX,

and
H(q) = P>

∫ LN

0

J>
(
Λ′ − ad>ξ(X)Λ

)
dX

Redefining each term and naming the coefficient matrices
of (30), the generalized PLS Cosserat dynamic model for
numerical simulation can be then formulated as the following
general Lagrangian structural form

M(q)q̈ +C(q, q̇)q̇ −K(q, q̇) = H(q)T +HṪ (31)

with the initial conditions at t = t0

q(t0) =
[
ξ
>
0 ξ

>
1 · · · ξ

>
N

]>
and

q̇(t0) =

[
˙
ξ
>
0 · · · ˙

ξ
>
(N−1)

(
Fe −ΛT −Σ(ξN − ξN0)

)>
γ−>

]>
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where M(q) is a symmetric positive-definite mass matrix,
H(q) represents the generalized actuation matrix. It is worth
noting that continuous Cosserat rod dynamic formulation of
soft robots leads to a PDE in the form of a boundary value
problem (BVP), however, the PLS Cosserat dynamic model
actuated by cables takes the form of a nonlinear ODE, which
paves the way to design the model-based controllers.

B. Comparison of Accuracy for Static Models

FEM can be regarded as a reliable tool (and reference)
to verify the modeling result by selecting finer mesh, since
it discretizes the space in a very generic manner without
introducing restrictive assumptions. Hence, this paper used the
FEM approach as an alternative of the real soft arm. In short,
the main idea of FEM is to discretize the geometric shape
of the rod by employing finite number of finer elements. The
geometric model of the rod is established in the SolidWorks,
we then use the FEM in Comsol which is a general FEM soft-
ware to obtain the equilibrium position of the cantilever rod.
Specifically, in terms of spatial discretization of the studied
cantilever rod, quadrilateral mesh elements are used, and the
rod is spatially discretized into 650 elements along the X-axis
regarding the trade-off between the accuracy and computation
expense. The mesh average element quality, equals to 0.8033,
indicates the high discretization accuracy of the model.

The rod modeled by PCS and PLS is divided into three sec-
tions, and the length of each section is separately 9×10−2 m,
7 × 10−2 m and 4 × 10−2 m from base to tip. For a
more specific comparison and evaluation, the material and
geometric parameters for the discrete Cosserat models with
the same sections in MATLAB are in accordance with those
of the FEM. From the simulation results, the equilibrium
position of the end-effector of the cantilever rod via FEM
under gravity is ue = [5.8479, 0,−17.8395]>, as shown in
Fig. 5(a). It took around 14 seconds to complete one simulation
because the FEM for large deformations always requires heavy
computation. Likewise, we can derive the positions of the end-
effector of the discrete Cosserat static models by using the
Newton method. From the perspective of computation time of
discrete Cosserat static models, we observe that the systems
can converge in less than 2 seconds (i.e., 1.3 s for PCS, and
1.2 s for PLS) mainly due to the use of the basic idea of
order-model reduction. To intuitively demonstrate the whole
shape accuracy of the soft rod modeled by different modeling
methods, the spatial configurations of the models under gravity
have been depicted in Fig. 5(c) which highlights the high
deformation similarity of the PLS and FEM. Comprehensively
considering the comparison results among them illustrated in
Table II and Fig. 5, we come to a conclusion that, compared to
the PCS, the model via the PLS Cosserat modeling approach
fits much better the results obtained by the FEM, with the
relative error of the end-effector position less than 5%. In other
words, the PLS Cosserat static model is essentially comparable
to the FEM in terms of accuracy, which can be further verified
by the purple PLS configuration tendency plotted in Fig. 5(b)-
(c), almost the same as the FEM in Fig. 5(a). Logically,
this can be explained by the fact that the piecewise linear

TABLE II
COMPARISON RESULTS OF PCS AND PLS COSSERAT STATIC MODELS

W.R.T. FEM UNDER GRAVITY IN TERMS OF END-EFFECTOR POSITION AND
ITS RELATIVE ERROR

Modeling
method

Position of end-effector
(Unit:cm)

Relative error of end-
effector position w.r.t.

FEM (Unit: %)
ux uy uz ex ey ez

FEM 5.8479 0.0000 -17.8395 × × ×
PCS [26] 5.3450 0.0000 -17.1693 -8.60 0.00 -16.88

PLS 5.7787 0.0000 -17.8394 -1.18 0.00 -0.01

TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS OF DIFFERENT BEAM MODELS VIA PLS COSSERAT
W.R.T. FEM UNDER GRAVITY IN TERMS OF END-EFFECTOR POSITION AND

ITS RELATIVE ERROR

Modeling
method

Position of end-effector
(Unit:cm)

Relative error of end-
effector position w.r.t.

FEM (Unit: %)
ux uy uz ex ey ez

FEM 5.8479 0.0000 -17.8395 − − −
Cosserat 5.7787 0.0000 -17.8394 -1.18 0.00 -0.01

E-B 5.4940 0.0000 -17.7527 -6.05 0.00 -0.49
E-K 5.6925 0.0000 -17.8523 -2.66 0.00 0.07

Timoshenko 5.3596 0.0000 -17.9002 -8.35 0.00 0.34

interpolation technique applied to all cross sections of the
proposed PLS Cosserat model allows to precisely approximate
the deformation behavior of the soft arm in the real scenario.

C. Accuracy Comparison of PLS Model with Different Modes

Based on the aforementioned parameters setting of the soft
arm, different models via the PLS Cosserat involving Euler-
Bernoulli (E-B), extensible Kirchhoff (E-K) and Timoshenko
beams are established by strain mode selection. These beams
are fixed at X = 0, and subject to gravity as well as an external
imposed concentrated load with F tip = [0, 0, 0, F, 0, 0]> (i.e.,
tension along X-axis) at X = LN in the inertial frame, we
can then convert the concentrated load to the body frame
with Fe(LN ) = Ad>g(LN )

F tip. The three-dimensional static
simulation is implemented by increasing load with increment
of 0.05 N at a time. Fig. 6(a)-(c) displays a contrast of the
evolution of the equilibrium configurations among these beams
for several sets of the tip load, and Table III shows different
beams’ end-effector positions versus that of FEM. The results
indicate that it is feasible to remove negligible modes in
some particular cases with low-precision requirement, which
contributes to the real-time simulation and control.

VI. PLS COSSERAT MODEL VALIDATION

A. Studied Soft Manipulator

A prototype of soft manipulator, similar to that used in the
simulation, was designed to carry out the material parameters
identification of the PLS Cosserat model by the real input-
output relationship obtained from the experimental setup. The
exact geometric parameters of the manipulator are illustrated
in Fig. 7. The investigated soft arm is controlled by 4 cables
mounted through it from the base to the tip, and the cables
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. Simulation comparison of three different modeling methods for the cantilever rod before and after deformation. (a) FEM. (b) PCS and PLS Cosserat
models in MATLAB. (c) Configuration of the soft manipulator under gravity in three-dimensional space.

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6. Deformation comparison among beam models via PLS Cosserat under external loads. (a) Cosserat versus Euler-Bernoulli. (b) Cosserat versus
Timoshenko. (c) Cosserat versus extensible Kirchhoff.

are respectively driven by different weights, as shown in
Fig. 8. To obtain the position of any waypoint along the
soft arm in real time, the magnetic sensors are placed on the
corresponding position depicted in blue point in Fig. 7, and
for this purpose, a long and conical hole was made along
the whole length of the arm. In addition, several 3D-printed
rigid rings are mounted along the soft manipulator to minimize
friction between the cables and a single conical piece of
silicone. The casting material of the manipulator we used is
an isotropic silicone rubber with unknown material parameters
(i.e., Young’s modulus, and density of material) which are
needed to be identified by using the proposed parameters
identification scheme.

B. Validation and Discussion

The model validation which determines whether the model
is proper enough for its intended use is implemented. Six sets
of experiments are performed to acquire the position informa-
tion of end-effector under the effect of different loads exerted
by weights equivalent to the cables’ tension. Table IV provides
specific input and output values of the experiments, and the
position as well as orientation of the manipulator in several
cases are displayed in Fig. 8. Subsequently, the experimental
outputs obtained by the position sensor are utilized to realize

Fig. 7. Soft manipulator prototype and position sensors distribution.

the parameters identification algorithm, and thus the material
parameter vector θ can be calculated.

It should be pointed out that the proposed parameters
identification scheme for the PLS Cosserat model has been
established to identify the material-related parameters. Thus,
if we swap one soft manipulator to another with the same
material, or simply change the configuration of the same robot
with the same material (e.g. increasing length of the arm), then
it is not necessary to repeat the experiments.

The material parameters obtained by solving the optimiza-
tion problem (26) are as follows: Young’s modulus E =
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Fig. 8. Several snapshots of the different experiments for implementing
parameters identification.

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES FOR IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

Order of Cables’ tension End-effector position measured
experiment (Unit: N) by the sensor (Unit: cm)

1 [0, 0, 0, 0]> [15.77, 0.03,−10.10]>

2 [0, 0, 0, 0.98]> [17.73, 0.02,−6.44]>

3 [0.98, 0, 0, 4.90]> [6.85,−4.77, 7.20]>

4 [0, 0, 0, 1.96]> [18.31, 0.01,−1.90]>

5 [1.96, 0, 0, 1.96]> [13.09,−9.24,−2.46]>

6 [0.98, 0, 0, 0]> [14.72,−4.20,−9.78]>

2.563 × 105 Pa, shear modulus G = 8.543 × 104 Pa, and
density of material ρ = 1.41× 103 kg/m3.

After that, model validation is performed to verify the accu-
racy of the PLS Cosserat model with the identified parameters.
It should be emphasized that the loading conditions (e.g.
order/method of applied loads) have a minor or negligible
impact on the results. To avoid these uncertain disturbances
in the experiments, we repeated 10 times for each input, and
then recorded the average of the three representative waypoints
at X = 6.4 cm, X = 12.8 cm and X = 19.2 cm along
the soft manipulator, respectively. Five different groups of
control inputs and average of outputs presented in Table V
are selected to compare the position and orientation of the soft
arm between the experiments and simulations. The compari-
son results demonstrate that the position vectors at different
waypoints along the PLS Cosserat model are almost the same
as those of the experiments in three cases illustrated in Fig. 9.
As for the remaining two sets of experiments, there are larger
absolute errors of the selected waypoints between the model
and manipulator than those from the other three cases, which
may be due to the occurrence of tiny pleats on the silicone
surface caused by relatively larger cables’ tension.

The absolute errors of the three waypoints of the model with
respect to those of the experiments are all within ±5 mm,
as shown in Fig. 10, further showing the effectiveness of
the parameters identification method and the accuracy of the

Fig. 9. Configuration comparison between simulations and experiments under
gravity and different cables’ tension. (a) T = [0, 0, 0, 2.94]>. (b) T =
[0, 0, 1.96, 1.96]>. (c) T = [0.98, 0, 0, 2.94]>.

proposed PLS Cosserat model.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A piecewise linear strain Cosserat model for the soft slender
manipulator has been developed for the first time, which
combines the strengths of the PCS and VS Cosserat models.
This method depends on a rigorous mathematical framework
via the Lie group theory which facilitates a natural coupling
of the position and the orientation variables, and exhibits
an important advantage. The PLS Cosserat model has been
compared with the discrete models reported in the published
literature, showing comparable to the FEM and even better
results than the PCS Cosserat model in terms of accuracy. As
proved in Section V, the PLS Cosserat model shows great
potential to be universally applied to the modeling of slender
rod-like soft arms in a real scenario.

The parameter identification based on the PLS Cosserat
static model can be considered as a NLP problem with several
nonlinear equality constraints. A general framework has been
proposed for the material parameters estimation, which is
applicable to identify the parameters of the soft manipulators
with arbitrary cross-sectional shape and actuation manner. To
carry out the model validation, we designed a manipulator
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 10. The illustration of absolute errors of the different waypoints (i.e., X = 6.4 cm, X = 12.8 cm, X = 19.2 cm,) for the PLS Cosserat model and
soft prototype under five different sets of control inputs. (a) X-axis. (b) Y -axis. (c) Z-axis.

TABLE V
DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTS FOR PLS COSSERAT MODEL VALIDATION

Order of the

control input

Cables’ tension

(Unit: N)

Average of the waypoints

along the soft arm measured by

the position sensors (Unit: cm)

X = 6.4 X = 12.8 X = 19.2

1 (10 times) [0, 0, 0, 2.94]>


6.15

0.10

−0.60



12.29

0.06

−0.66



16.81

0.03

2.87



2 (10 times) [0, 0, 1.96, 1.96]>


5.91

0.93

−1.03



10.97

3.96

−2.56



12.96

9.42

−2.55



3 (10 times) [0.98, 0, 0, 2.94]>


6.24

−0.57
−0.55



11.83

−2.40
−0.58



14.97

−6.03
2.53



4 (10 times) [0, 0, 2.94, 6.86]>


4.89

1.75

1.95



3.96

5.16

4.74



1.50

3.69

2.37



5 (10 times) [0, 0, 0, 5.88]>


6.30

0.06

0.84



8.68

0.15

5.84



4.28

0.12

6.89



prototype made of silicone and established the experimental
platform. Both simulation and experiment results indicate that
the proposed scheme is able to identify the material parameters
of soft arm with high precision, and provides a foundation for
developing the model-based controllers. In our future work,
the standard Lagrangian formulation in (31) for PLS Cosserat
dynamic model actuated by cables will be used to design
static and dynamic model-based controllers due to the relative
parameterization of the soft arm.
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APPENDIX

A. Analytic solution of differential kinematics model

Based on the aforementioned two assumptions, the right-
most velocity of any segment j along the section n at time t
can be calculated by means of the integral of DE (2).

η(Ln−1 + j∆X) =

j−1∏
i=0

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+i∆X)

η(Ln−1)+

j∑
i=1

{[
j−1∏
τ=i

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+τ∆X)

]∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adξn(Ln−1+(i−1)∆X) ξ̇n

(
Ln−1 + (i− 1)∆X

)
ds

}

After that, the velocity of each cross section along the section
n at time t can be analytically obtained

η(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)adξn(Ln−1+j∆X){[ j−1∏

i=0

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+i∆X)

]
η(Ln−1)

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+τ∆X)

)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adξn(Ln−1+(i−1)∆X) ξ̇n

(
Ln−1 + (i− 1)∆X

)
ds
]}

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)adξn(Ln−1+j∆X) ξ̇n

(
Ln−1 + j∆X

)
ds

Under the PLS assumption, the velocity of any cross section
at X and along the section n at time t can be re-formulated
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as follows

η(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)ad

Θ∨
nj

{( j−1∏
i=0

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨
ni

)
η(Ln−1)

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1)αn(i−1)ds

]
˙
ξn−1

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1) βn(i−1)ds

]
˙
ξn

}

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj αnjds

˙
ξn−1

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj βnjds

˙
ξn

(32)

with Θni = αniξ̂n−1+βniξ̂n, Θnj = αnj ξ̂n−1+βnj ξ̂n, where αni =
1 − i∆X

Ln−Ln−1
, βni = i∆X

Ln−Ln−1
, αnj = 1 − j∆X

Ln−Ln−1
, βnj =

j∆X
Ln−Ln−1

.

By the same reason, the rightmost acceleration of any
segment j of the section n along the soft manipulator at time
t can be computed by the use of the integral of (3):

η̇(Ln−1 + j∆X) =

j−1∏
i=0

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+i∆X)

 η̇(Ln−1)

+

j∑
i=1

{j−1∏
τ=i

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+τ∆X)

∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adξn(Ln−1+(i−1)∆X)dsξ̈n

(
Ln−1 + (i− 1)∆X

)}

+

j∑
i=1

{j−1∏
τ=i

e
−∆Xadξn(Ln−1+τ∆X)

∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)adξn(Ln−1+(i−1)∆X)adη(s)dsξ̇n

(
Ln−1 + (i− 1)∆X

)}

Considering the PLS hypothesis, the acceleration of any cross
section at X and along the section n at time t can be re-written

as follows

η̇(X) = e
−(X−Ln−1−j∆X)ad

Θ∨
nj

{( j−1∏
i=0

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨
ni

)
η̇(Ln−1)

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1)αn(i−1)ds

]
¨
ξn−1

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1) βn(i−1)ds

]
¨
ξn

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1) adη(s)αn(i−1)ds

]
˙
ξn−1

+

j∑
i=1

[( j−1∏
τ=i

e
−ad

∆XΘ∨nτ
)∫ Ln−1+i∆X

Ln−1+(i−1)∆X

e
(s−Ln−1−i∆X)ad

Θ∨
n(i−1) adη(s)βn(i−1)ds

]
˙
ξn

}

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj αnjds

¨
ξn−1

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj βnjds

¨
ξn

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj adη(s)αnjds

˙
ξn−1

+

∫ X

Ln−1+j∆X

e
−(X−s)ad

Θ∨
nj adη(s)βnjds

˙
ξn

(33)

B. Jacobian Matrix and Its Derivative in Time

From recursive use of (32) and (33) for the whole manipula-
tor, the thorough calculations of the Jacobian matrix J(q, X)

and its partial derivative in time J̇(q, q̇, X) are respectively
given by

C. Simplification of Generalized Internal Wrench

Based on linear constitutive relationship chosen for both the
elastic and viscous members, the generalized internal wrench
F i(q, q̇) which is a nonlinear function of the joint positions
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J(q, X) =



0
n−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ N

Tg11(X) Tg12(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸[
S0 S1

] 06 · · · 06 X ∈ (0, L1]

Ad
−1
g2(X)Tg11(L1) Ad

−1
g2(X)Tg12(L1) + Tg21(X) Tg22(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸[
S0 S1 S2

]
06 · · · 06 X ∈ (L1, L2]

Ad
−1
g3(X)Ad

−1
g2(L2)Tg11(L1) Ad

−1
g3(X)

[
Ad
−1
g2(L2)Tg12(L1) + Tg21(L2)

]
· · · Tg32(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸[

S0 S1 S2 S3

]
06 · · · 06 X ∈ (L2, L3]

...
...

...
N∏
i=2

Ad
−1
gimin(Li,X)Tg11(L1) · · · Ad

−1
gN (X)Tg(N−1)2(X) + TgN1(X) TgN2(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸[

S0 S1 S2 S3 · · · SN
]

X ∈ (LN−1, LN ]

(34)

J̇(q, q̇, X) =



ADg11(X) ADg12(X) 06 · · · 06

Ad−1
g2(X)

ADg11(L1) Ad−1
g2(X)

ADg12(L1) + ADg21(X) ADg22(X) 06 · · · 06

Ad−1
g3(X)

Ad−1
g2(L2)

ADg11(L1) Ad−1
g3(X)

[
Ad−1
g2(L2)

ADg12(L1) + ADg21(L2)

]
· · · ADg32(X) 06 · · · 06

...
...

...∏N
i=2 Ad−1

gimin(Li,X)
ADg11(L1) · · · · · · · · · Ad−1

gN (X)
ADg(N−1)2(X) + ADgN1(X) ADgN2(X)

(35)

and velocities can be simplified as follows

F i(q, q̇) = P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
(
F ′ie − ad

>
ξ Fie

)
dX

= P>
∫ LN

0

J
>
[(

Σ
′ − ad

>
ξ Σ
)(
ξ(X)− ξ0

)
+ Σ

(
ξ(X)− ξ0

)′
+
(
γ
′ − ad

>
ξ γ
)
ξ̇(X) + γξ̇

′
(X)

]
dX

= P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

J
>
[(

Σ
′ − ad

>
ξn

Σ
)(

(ξn−1 − ξ(n−1)0)an(X)+

(ξn − ξn0)bn(X)
)

+ Σ(ξn−1 − ξ(n−1)0)an(X)
′
+ (ξn − ξn0)bn(X)

′
]
dX

+ P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

J
>
[ (
γ
′ − ad

>
ξn
γ
)(

˙
ξn−1an(X) +

˙
ξnbn(X)

)
+ γ

(
˙
ξn−1an(X)

′
+

˙
ξnbn(X)

′
) ]

dX

= P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

J
>
{(

Σ
′ − ad

>
ξn

Σ
)[
an(X)I6 bn(X)I6

]
dXYn

+ Σ
[
an(X)′I6 bn(X)′I6

]
dXYn

}

+ P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

J
>
{(
γ
′ − ad

>
ξn
γ
)[
an(X)I6 bn(X)I6

]
dXẎn

+ γ
[
an(X)′I6 bn(X)′I6

]
dXẎn

}

= P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

(
An +Bn

)
dXYn

+ P>
N∑
n=1

∫ Ln

Ln−1

(
Cn +Dn

)
dXẎn

= Q1Y + Q2Ẏ
= Q1I(q − q0) + Q2Iq̇

= K(q)
(
q − q0

)
+D(q)q̇

with

Yn =

[
ξn−1 − ξ(n−1)0

ξn − ξn0

]
, Y =



ξ0 − ξ00

ξ1 − ξ10

ξ1 − ξ10

ξ2 − ξ20

...
ξN−1 − ξ(N−1)0

ξN − ξN0


,

An = J
>

(Σ
′ − ad

>
ξn

Σ)
[
an(X)I6 bn(X)I6

]
,

Bn = J
>

Σ
[
an(X)′I6 bn(X)′I6

]
,

Cn = J
>

(γ
′ − ad

>
ξn
γ)
[
an(X)I6 bn(X)I6

]
,

Dn = J
>
γ
[
an(X)′I6 bn(X)′I6

]
,

Q1 = P>
[ ∫ L1

L0

(
A1 +B1

)
dX

∫ L2

L1

(
A2 +B2

)
dX

· · ·
∫ LN

LN−1

(
AN +BN

)
dX
]
,

Q2 = P>
[ ∫ L1

L0

(
C1 +D1

)
dX

∫ L2

L1

(
C2 +D2

)
dX

· · ·
∫ LN

LN−1

(
CN +DN

)
dX
]
,

I =



I6 0 0 · · · 0 0
0 I6 0 · · · 0 0
0 I6 0 · · · 0 0
0 06 I6 · · · 0 0

...
...

...
...

...
...

0 0 · · · 0 I6 0
0 0 · · · 0 I6 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 I6


∈ R12N×6(N+1)

where I represents the matrix for reducing the dimension of
the strain twists, an(X) = Ln−X

Ln−Ln−1
, and bn(X) = X−Ln−1

Ln−Ln−1
.
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D. Selection schemes of Ba and Bc

� All strain modes but two curvatures on the Y -axis and Z-
axis are neglected for Euler-Bernoulli beam in 3-D space:

Ba =


0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

 , Bc =


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 .

� For extensible Kirchhoff rod, bending, twist, and exten-
sion modes are considered:

Ba =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 , Bc =


0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0 1

 .

� As for Timoshenko beam, all modes except twist and
extension about X-axis are included:

Ba =


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

 , Bc =


1 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0

 .
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